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tirsdag 12. mai 2020 

General info regarding application for unemployment benefit. 

Attached are some of the docs that you will need, just in  case you are having issues downloading etc.  

The NAV 04-01.04 (attached in both languages) which is essentially the main application form to 

claim “dagpenger” in the case of lay-offs. Then you have the cross-border status declaration , that is 

the form NAV 04-13.01, also attached in both languages. The form NAV 04-08.04( in Norsk) must be 

filled in by the company, with just a small section for the employee personal details, this is a 

confirmation/declaration of the reason for the lay-offs. 

As stated below, the individual employee shall as a main rule make himself/herself available for work, 

being a serious job-seeker is a pre-requisite, relocating, travelling etc for work is expected and the 

boxes should be ticked in accordance with this way of thinking . Once the application has been 

processed and accepted, NAV generally do not push those that live outside of Norway to relocate for 

work when laid-off, for all intensive purposes it seems more of a procedural dance than anything 

else. For those living in Norway, time will tell how tough NAV will be after a prolonged lay-off period. 

  

  

Claims from NAV is an individual responsibility, the employer has the responsibility to report and 

furnish the correct documentation to NAV and the individual employee.  The local club  can see the 

need that the trade union has to assist where possible, we cannot run away and hide, we will support 

as best we can. 

  

The reality per today is as follows: 

•       For employees domiciled in Norway, they would contact their local office or register 

themselves as a job seeker online, if you manage to get a reliable case officer your claim could end up 

being elementary. The “Dagpenger og Permitterings” department is now county centralised between 

NAV Trondheim(Sør Trønderlag county) and NAV Hamar(Hedmark county), they handle the specific 

questions on this subject. The consultants specialising in this field know their subject, or at least that 

is the impression I got. 

•       For employees domiciled in the EEA. Firstly, NAV Utland(Oslo)started a restructuring process in 

September 2016 when it comes “dagpenger of permitterings” claims, they will be now be handled by 

your “local” office. To quote NAV themselves, the decision on who will handle your claim is a 

diverted/part fragmented question. Where previously it was NAV Utland in Oslo,  it might be where 

the company office was(Stjørdal), where it is today(Bergen), even then it not clear. Ultimately specific 

questions on this subject will be kicked all the way to the main office in Trondheim(for lay-offs), that 

is the impression I got. 
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The first step is to register yourself as a job seeker, this can be done the moment you have received 

your lay-off notice, see link(Jeg er arbeidsledig eller permittert). The central switchboard is +47 55 55 

33 33 or for NAV International +47 21 07 37 01 as it is inevitable that some telephonic contact is 

made during the claim process. 

https://tjenester.nav.no/sbl/arbeid/registrering;JSESSIONID-

arbeid=t4CNinPgKIk65Vf3RtP483FR?execution=e1s1 

  

Employer should have already  given notice(Meldeplikt) to NAV on the situation, this will be done 

with form NAV 78-08.03. 

  

Here is the a short-list of what needs to be included, they might request additional documentation 

  

•       Your employment contract(s). 

•       The lay-off notice from Employer to the individual employee 

•       The signed protocol between Employer and CLUB covering the lay-off provisions. 

•       NAV 04-08.04, which the Employer has to complete, it is a confirmation of the reason for the 

lay-off situation. 

•       Confirmation/documentation of the last offshore periods with adjoining period onshore/rest 

period, this is detailed on page 2 of the NAV 04-08.04, which the employer will have to complete. 

•       The main  application form to claim “dagpenger” is NAV 04-01.04 needs to be filled out, 

individual responsibility of course. 

•       If you are a cross-border worker, you will need to fill out NAV 04-13.01, this form is not available 

online, We have a copy  from NAV, if you want it I can send it to the individual member. 

  

We have observed some patterns across the business in the floater area for expats and Norwegians 

living abroad, if a person lives in the EEA outside of Norway and you want to claim “dagpenger” in 

connection with lay-offs, you have to make it clear in the application process that you are more than 

willing and able to work/relocate and so on, regardless if you live in Sweden, Denmark or UK for 

example. The moment you put the X in wrong box when it comes to this mobility question, most 

probably NAV will reject your claim and you will have to start again, or you claim will be delayed big-

time. 

No matter on where you are domiciled, it is imperative that the individual keeps their registration 

card(Meldekort) updated, that is every 14 days. 

  

For those that have already received your lay-off notice, I would suggest you start with your 

applications ASAP.  

 

  

tel:+4755553333
tel:+4755553333
tel:+4721073701
https://tjenester.nav.no/sbl/arbeid/registrering;JSESSIONID-arbeid=t4CNinPgKIk65Vf3RtP483FR?execution=e1s1
https://tjenester.nav.no/sbl/arbeid/registrering;JSESSIONID-arbeid=t4CNinPgKIk65Vf3RtP483FR?execution=e1s1
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I would strongly advise any non Norwegian resident to look into purchasing buypass Id as that 

allows for electronic submission of paperwork to Nav and speeds up the process also in current 

corona virus situation I am not sure how quickly mail will be getting processed.  

Also whilst on benefit you have to register with Nav on a specified date and with buypass again you 

can do this online saving time when it comes to payment from Nav.  

Link to buypass id Buypass ID  When paying use your UK credit card as if you pay from Norwegian 

bank account it will not recognise you as a non resident and will put you through a different system 

so pay with credit or foreign bank account details.   

 

 

 

 

Med vennlig hilsen / yours sincerely 

SAIPEM EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION 

 

de Vries, Robert Jaques 

Leder / manager 

                

 

                                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.buypass.com/products/buypass-id-smart-card

